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Public coin swap of 20c Royal Wedding circulating coin in Sydney.
Coin swap promotion of Royal Wedding coin at the Royal Australian Mint in Canberra.

Dear Collector
Welcome to the July Mint Issue. We have
a number of new exciting releases this
month to add to or complete a few of those
unﬁnished series in your collection.
One of our most eagerly anticipated
releases in this issue answers the question
everyone’s been asking – who is the
2011 Inspirational Australian? Have a
look on the facing page.
On the day of the beautiful wedding of
HRH Prince William and Miss Catherine
Middleton, a team from the Royal
Australian Mint was at the Customs House
Live Site in Sydney conducting a coin
swap. Members of the public could swap
a circulating 20c piece for a new Royal
Wedding 20c circulating piece. Despite the
inclement weather, many Sydney-siders
turned out to get their hands on the coin
and we even managed a peek at the
ceremony. The following day, we launched
the Royal Wedding Coin with another
promotion, this time on Mint premises.
After the front doors opened at 10am, the
queue of enthusiasts snaked through the
lower gallery and foyer and well into the car
park! This was an unprecedented turn out
and the Mint would like to thank everyone
who attended for their patience and
good humour.

If you live in Brisbane, chances are
you may have seen our stand at the
ANDA show. As always, our counterstamp
press was extremely popular, and many
enthusiasts left with a special ANDA release
Bridges coin.
On the pages of this Mint Issue,
we are also releasing the ﬁnal coins in the
Convict Gold series. Old Government House
and Coal Mines Historic Site complete the
striking collection honouring the newly
UNESCO-listed Australian Convict Sites
World Heritage Property group inscription.
For those excited by pad printing, the
colours in the next instalment of the
Air Series collection are a marvel to behold
– it’s absolutely stunning that we can get
such varying shades of pink on the
Major Mitchell Cockatoo and green on
the Kingﬁsher.

2011 $1 Uncirculated Coin
This is the fourth coin in our Inspirational Australians
coin series, commemorating another extraordinary
Australian and their contribution to our society.
On 10 October 2010, the world bid farewell to a truly
inspirational Australian, Dame Joan Sutherland.
Dame Joan reigned over many international stages
during her 40 year career and we have captured her
radiance and energy in her performance as Norma,
a typical pose to fondly remember her by, now forever
on this $1 uncirculated coin.
Price:

$12.95

310074
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Happy collecting

310074

Ross MacDiarmid
Chief Executive Ofﬁcer
Royal Australian Mint

Cover image: Courtesy of the National Library’s Don McMurdo personal archive collection.
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Inspirational Australians – Arts
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2011 $5 Gold Proof Coin – Old Government House

2011 CONVICT HERITAGE SITES SIX COIN GOLD PROOF COLLECTION

Old Government House is Australia's oldest intact
former vice-regal residence. Here, governors had
unprecedented powers over the functioning and
administration of the colonies and the management
of convicts.
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Convict Past

2011 $5 Gold Proof Coin – Coal Mines Historic Site
These are the only ofﬁcial collectible coins marking the inclusion of signiﬁcant
Australian convict sites onto the UNESCO World Heritage List in a rare ‘group nomination’,
which places Australian convict history as part of a larger global story.
The strong designs on the coins included in this gold set celebrate the unique beginnings
of modern Australia and will be a highlight of any superior collection. The great news is
that it is still not too late to join the program but you must act quickly, as the value of gold has led many
to a new found interest. We have already released the ﬁrst four coins in the exclusive six coin case and
we are now releasing the ﬁnal two gold proof coins, showcasing Old Government House
and the Coal Mines Historic Site. This stunning set is presented perfectly and accompanied
by an informative historical guide to these protected sites.

Hyde Park Barracks | Port Arthur | Fremantle Prison | Cascades Female Factory

The Coal Mines Historic Site, situated on the Tasman
Peninsula, was Tasmania's ﬁrst operational mine.
The mine operated as a penal colliery between 1833
and 1848 and its reputation for gruelling conditions
contributed to the demise of the probation system
and swayed British public opinion against the further
transportation of convicts to Van Diemen’s Land.
Price:

$720.00
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310053

Air Series

Air Series

2011 $1 Unc Coin – Crimson Rosella

Our pad printed Air Series coins are already an
overwhelming hit with collectors. The next two designs
– the Major Mitchell Cockatoo and Kingﬁsher are now
ready to add to the ﬂock.

2011 $1 Pad Printed Coins

Crimson plumage, bright blue cheeks and broad blue
edges on its wings and tail feathers makes this one
of Australia’s most colourful birds and a charming
character of the Australian bush.
Price:

$14.95

2011 $1 Unc Coin – Major Mitchell Cockatoo
310053

2011 $1 Unc Coin – Kookaburra
310062

Kookaburras are members of the Kingﬁsher family but
rarely chase or catch ﬁsh. Their brown, grey and white
colouring perfectly camouﬂages them in trees while
they wait to swoop on their prey. Their amazing 'laughing'
bird call is easily recognised in the Australian bush.
Price:
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$14.95

New releases for July 2011

310062

The Major Mitchell Cockatoo is also known as the Pink
Cockatoo and many bird enthusiasts regard them to be
one of the most beautiful of the Australian cockatoo
family. Through our pad printing process, the pink face,
chest and belly, and the brilliant red and yellow streaks
on its white crest are delightfully recreated on this coin.
Price:

$14.95

310056

2011 $1 Unc Coin – Sacred Kingﬁsher
Birdwatchers often refer to the Sacred Kingﬁsher as
having one of the most memorable colours in the
natural world. The Kingﬁsher is seldom seen in its
natural habitat and our reproduction illuminates
this enchanting creature against the backdrop
of a $1 coin.
Price:

$14.95

310065

Missed out on the Land or
Ocean Series pad printed coins?
Visit your local coin dealer today.
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2011 $1 Uncirculated Coin
Australia has come a long way since the ﬁrst nationally
coordinated Census in 1911. Those ﬁrst census
gatherers experienced the harsh Australian elements
as they travelled by bike, horse and even on foot to
cover inner city slums, wealthy suburbs, rural towns
and hundreds of miles of the outback. They also had
to negotiate face-to-face with householders to ensure
each census card was ﬁlled out correctly.
At that time Australia was a young growing nation
with a blossoming identity inﬂuenced by different
cultures and preferences. The ﬁrst Census data played
an important role in helping to shape Australia by
providing decision makers with accurate information
to help plan for the future.
We have produced an uncirculated $1 coin in
recognition of this national milestone which is a
perfect accompaniment to other popular recent
government departmental commemorative coins;
2010 Centenary of Taxation, 2009 Centenary of the
Age Pension, 2008 Centenary of Australian Quarantine.
Price:

8

$12.95

Fine Silver Coin Set
of Samoa
The 2011 coin set featuring the new circulating
designs of Samoa.
We are introducing Samoa’s new circulating coin designs
to the world with a set of ﬁne silver coins.
These ﬁve coins represent the history and culture of
Samoa and feature Samoa’s most treasured icons – the
Fautasi Race, Manumea Bird, Teuila Flower, Kava Bowl
and their Ofﬁcial National Emblem. The obverse of these
2011 dated coins depicts the efﬁgy of His Royal Highness
Tui Atua Tupua Tamasese Eﬁ.
This rare collection of 99.9% silver proof coins have been
struck by the Royal Australian Mint to a proof ﬁnish and
have a limited mintage of 2500.
Price:

$220.00

510030

310086
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2011 SIX COIN
FINE SILVER YEAR SET

2011 TWO COIN
FINE SILVER SET

Over 60 grams of ﬁne silver!

21st Anniversary of the cessation
of one and two cent coins

The ﬁne silver year set produced by the Royal
Australian Mint has long been regarded as the
pinnacle of any coin collection. Our dedicated team of
professionals carefully oversee each step of the coin
production process. We begin with dies produced from
very clean and high quality steel, which are machined
and hardened in a vacuum furnace, then grit blasted
with ﬁne zirconium powder. Each die is then hand
polished using diamond paste to produce our world
standard mirror ﬁnish. Of course, we only use the
highest quality silver blanks to impress our superior
designs and this produces stunning silver proof coins.
Each coin is then packed into air-tight capsules and
housed in an exquisite solid timber case. With over
60 grams of silver included in each set, it’s no wonder the
Fine Silver Year Sets are so highly revered by collectors
and those wishing to celebrate a special milestone.
ORDER YOUR SET TODAY.
Price:

$295.00

210037

It has been 21 years since the then Australian
Government Treasurer Paul Keating announced,
during his budget speech on 21 August 1990,
the cessation of one and two cent coins.
These coins have enjoyed many memorable moments
in Australian numismatic history but none more so
than during the preparation for the Sydney 2000
Summer Olympic Games, when the bronze winners
medals were made at the Royal Australian Mint from
returned one and two cent coins.
These 2011 dated coins pay homage to these two ﬁne
examples of past circulating coinage by producing
them in ﬁne silver. The proof version of Stuart Devlin’s
feather-tailed glider and the frilled neck lizard are
simply stunning and capture all of the intricate
details that these two native animals are renowned
for. All collectors should have at least one set in
their collection – to mark this moment in Australian
numismatic history.
Price:

$80.00
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310070

Royal
WeddingCollection

Royal
WeddingCollection

Commemorative Royal Coins

Commemorative Royal Coins

Royal Engagement & Wedding
Uncirculated Coins

Royal Engagement & Wedding
Proof Coins

These coin-in-cards are an affordable way to own a true
collectible of one of the most celebrated Royal events
of the last decade.

To ﬁttingly commemorate this signiﬁcant
Commonwealth event, the Royal Australian Mint
welcomes the honour and responsibility of producing
ofﬁcial Australian coins celebrating both the
engagement and marriage of HRH Prince William and
Miss Catherine Middleton.

2010 50c Unc Royal Engagement Coin

310070

2011 50c Unc Royal Wedding Coin

310072

Price:

$8.95

2010 50c Selectively Gold Plated Two Coin Set

2011 20c Royal Wedding
Rolled Circulating Coin*
410014

310072

Another great addition to your rolled coin collection.
There has already been strong demand for this product
so buy yours today.
Price:

$14.00

Price:

410014

* Please note: Coins are rolled through
an automatic process , therefore the
display of reverse and obverse designs on
each coin roll cannot be guaranteed.

Regally housed in a wooden case bearing the ofﬁcial
wedding crest, this two coin set includes both of the
eye-catching selectively gold plated Royal Engagement
and Royal Wedding coins. This is your last opportunity
to own this very limited royal commemorative set at
this price as it is close to selling out.

$175.00

210057
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australian
wool history
through coin design

310011

These coins celebrate the signiﬁcant role wool has
played in the economic and cultural development of
Australia, one of the world’s largest wool-producing
countries. They also represent a unique link with past
and present Australian currency.

Australian Wool
2011 Two Coin Proof Year Set

210013

2011 Two Coin Unc Set

310011

$45.00
$15.00

War Historians
2011 20c Uncirculated Coin
In 2011 we recognise Australian war historians
who, to this day, shape our perception of conﬂict
via unbiased and independent documenting and
recording in perilous conditions. The reverse design
of this $1 coin is based on an image from the
Australian War Memorial.
Price:

$6.95

310030

Have you missed out on any of our other
Australia Remembers Coins?

Mintmark – Ram's Head Dollar
2011 $1 Unc Mintmark &
Privy Mark Four Coin Set

310022

$15.00

2011 $1 Silver Proof
‘C’ Mintmark Coin

210015

$45.00

210013

australia
remembers

310030

Australian Service Nurses
Check your local coin dealer.

Lost Soldiers of Fromelles
Few remaining
Price:

$6.95
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Celebrating milestones in 2011

Are you or someone you know celebrating a special milestone in 2011?
Here is a selection of gift ideas to appropriately recognise any special occasion.

Start a collection

Special keepsake

Six Coin Year Sets

Blinky Bill

2011 Standard Circulating Coin Designs

2011 Australian Baby Coin Sets

The perfect way to get into collecting, or to rekindle a
long lost hobby, is to start collecting year sets. This set
includes each of the six circulating denominations and
is available in proof or uncirculated ﬁnishes, making it
a great gift idea to celebrate a birthday, anniversary or
special milestone in 2011.

Both of these fun sets include a pad printed Blinky Bill
medallion, which can be personalised with a message,
and all six standard 2011 Australian circulating coin
designs in either a stunning proof or uncirculated
ﬁnish. Bright themed packaging make it the perfect gift
for a newborn and children with a special birthday,
or simply as a unique collectible from 2011.

210007

310006

2011 Proof Set

210006

2011 Uncirculated Set

310006

$120.00
$30.00

2011 Proof Set

210007

2011 Uncirculated Set

310007

$145.00
$35.00

310007

210006

Modern classic
Global tradition
2011 Wedding Coin Collection
Whether you are looking for a suitable gift for an
upcoming wedding, anniversary or adding this 2011
coin set to your yearly collection, you cannot go past
these six Australian coins in a stunning proof ﬁnish.
The set includes a silver plaque to inscribe your own
personal message, adding a personal touch to the
modern and cultural practices of giving money.
2011 Proof Coin Set

210008
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210008

$120.00

2011 Lunar Series – Year of the Rabbit
They say people born in the Year of the Rabbit are
articulate, talented and ambitious individuals.
It is also said that rabbits are synonymous with good
luck and have the uncanny ability of always making
the right choices. With that in mind, these coins are
perfect to add to your collection or as a gift for all
newborns in 2011.
2011 $10 Gold Proof Coin

803469

2011 $1 Silver Proof Coin

809103

2011 $1 Uncirculated Coin

803467

$265.00
$45.00
$12.95

803469

809103

803467
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Father's day gift ideas
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Select that great gift for Dad and have it delivered in time for Father’s Day in September.
Or why not put away something for yourself? Here is a selection to make any day special.

LABLE

9910863

Two-up Sets

Royal Australian Mint Pen

The Australian National Game
Two-up Set

$7.00

$9.50

9999549

Lolly Tin
$4.95

9999550

9999549

9910863

700004

The Australian Two-Up Set

$19.95

9999550

Foldaway Pocket Magniﬁer 5x
$27.50

7610047

Golf Marker Sets

9910162

Gold $19.70

9910163

Silver $19.70

9910162

Royal Australian Mint
Paper Weight
$64.95

9910163

806235

Royal Australian Mint
re-usable coffee cup
$14.00

910079

L.E.D Magniﬁer 10x
$24.95

700004

7610048
7610048

7610047

Greg McDonald’s 2011
Pocket Guide to Australian
Coins and Banknotes
$35.00

7610407

Numis Albums
from

$24.95
7610407

806235

Slouch Hat Bottle Opener
$29.00
910079
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Check out www.ramint.gov.au
for the full range

8405503

8405503
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KANGAROO
AT SUNSET
2011 $1 Silver Proof Coin
In 2010 we released the ﬁrst of the $1 silver proof coins
featuring a lone kangaroo against the backdrop of
a setting sun. This is one of the most internationally
recognised and highly acclaimed coin designs by world
renowned sculptor Wojciech Pietranik and produced
by the Royal Australian Mint.
Like 2010, the 2011 coins will sell out quickly and
become an instant collectible. We urge all collectors
to be ready from 8.30 am (EST) on Monday 4 July 2011
to place your order*.
Price: $65.00 210039
Total mintage: 5000

Coins will be available to order from the Call Centre
on 1300 652 020, via the website www.ramint.gov.au,
by sending in the order form and at the Mint Coin Shop.
*Please note: Two coins per customer number.

NB: Coins shown in this catalogue are not actual size unless stated.
All prices are inclusive of GST. For full nominal coin speciﬁcations
please visit our website. All products are subject to availability.
All new July coin releases will be available to purchase from the Mint
Coin Shop from 8.30 am on 4 July 2011.
Abbreviations:
Unc – Uncirculated
Frunc – Frosted Uncirculated
Circ – Circulated
SGP – Selectively Gold Plated

Royal Australian Mint
1300 652 020 8.30 am to 5.00 pm Mon – Fri EST (cost of local call Australia-wide)
International Tel: +61 2 6202 6800
Fax: +61 2 6202 6953
Mail: Royal Australian Mint, Locked Bag 31, Kingston ACT 2604, Australia
Website and E-shop: www.ramint.gov.au
Contact details:
Tel:
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